Hello to you, aviators and enthusiasts,
We will celebrate the 20th anniversary of Fly'in Saint Yan on the weekend of June 11 to
Sunday, June 13, 2021 with the air show culminating Saturday, June 12
In less than a hundred days,passionate and passionate will be reunited around a
vibrant theme, aviation... For the occasion, we concoct an exceptional plateau with some
mythical machines that have marked the history of this aviation and that will be on the
tarmac of Saint-Yan.
The Douglas AD-4N Skyraider, a fabulous machine built to more than 3,000 units by
the Douglas Aircraft Company. This aircraft has been engaged in a number of theatres of
operation and 113 have been equipped with the French Air Force since 1960. This
unique aircraft with the world's most powerful piston engine ever built with more than
3,000 hp in its most advanced version. You'll see him for the first time in his new
"Sandy"dress.
With it, in hunting duo, another technology with the North America F-86 Sabre
equipped with a 25kN General Electric thrust turbojet. Note that this fabulous fighter was
the first jet equipped the Air Force, within the 13th Fighter Squadron based in Lahr and
Bremgarten.
Another fighter of another generation, the Hawker Hunter, a British fighter aircraft of the
58/60s built in total to nearly 2,000 and used by some 20 countries until the late 1990s.
Much appreciated by the pilots, the Hunter showed excellent performance for the time by
being at the same time fast, very maneuverable and robust. A regular of our Fly'in, with
Eric and his team who could not be with us in September 2020 for health reasons (...)
we can't wait to see them all again!

At last but not least, the Sparflex team and their three copies of L39 Albatros who had
made a stunning demo. And as we like to say, their finesse of flying is matched only by
the sympathy of this superb team of pilots who know all about the friendship between
aviators.
The countdown has already begun, and the Dream Team is fully in the build-up.
You can imagine all the administrative and financial procedures in these times of
pandemic so that this great festive moment is done, for the safety of all, in accordance
with the regulations relating to a meeting of great importance, and health in these
delicate moments.
Sign up: free flight participation
If you want to join the Volunteer Dream Team, sign up too! It's free too!
The Dream Team
Below, a small part of the Dream Team
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